
THE GREAT MASTERS
A New Series of Musical Biographies and Histories

This series has been primarily designed for use in schools and for the in-
quiring student. It will cover the entire field of European music, with
special reference to the life and work of the great masters. The authors
have been chosen for their particular knowledge of the composers and
subjects concerned, many volumes containing the results of recent research.
Authentic information, combined with neat typographical presentation,
will make this series a welcome accession to every school library and

scholar's bookshelf.
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§ A SHORT INTRODUCTION §
1 TO THE I
§ TECHNIQUE OF TWELVE-TONE COMPOSITION §

§ by §
§ Leopold Spinner §
§ §
§ The book of" music examples contains quotations from the works of §
§ Schoenberg and Webern, together with original illustrative examples. §
jc These are analysed to show the building of two-bar phrases, of prin- ^
^ cipal subjects in forms of eight-bar sentences and eight-bar periods, ^
S of a movement in scherzo form, and of contrasting middle sections of ^
§ small ternary forms. The book of music examples is accompanied by 5
§ a booklet of explanatory notes and a complete table showing the four §
£ forms and the eleven transpositions of the row used in the original K
I examples. £
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MONUMENTUM
PRO GESUALDO DI VENOSA AD CD ANNUM

Three madrigals arranged for instruments

by
IGOR STRAVINSKY

"Asciugate i beyli occhi"—Ma<lri«ale XIV, Libro quinto

"Ma tu, cation cli qudla"—Madrigale XVIII, L ibro quinto

"Belta poi che t 'assenti"—Madrigale II, Libro sesto
: .

he world premiere was given at the Biennale in Venice on 2~Jth September,

0 , by the Orchestra del Tcatro la Fenice conducted by Igor Stravinsky.
The jirst performance in this country is scheduled to take place :

in March, 1 96 1.

Full score 1 ^s. od. Pocket score 6s. od.

Instrumental parts may be hired
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HENRY PURCELL

DIDO AND AENEAS
OPERA IN THREE ACTS

Realised and edited by
Benjamin Britten and Imogen Hoist

In preparing this working edition, which is intended chiefly for
performance, the editors have used both the Tenbury and Oki
manuscripts, the only two at present known to exist. The full
score and pocket score, which will be published shortly, will
contain, besides an explanatory preface, a list of comparisons

showing where the two manuscripts disagree.

Also soon to be published is a facsimile of Nahum Tate's libretto
of 1689/90.

The vocal score is now on sale
Price 17s. 6d.
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